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PWVA Committee: 

Chairman & Wave Editor: Neil Thomas, thomclan1@dodo.com.au      , 9802 4608

Vice Chairman: Campbell McCullough, 

Chairman’s Chat:
This will be my Annual Report for 2020, which can only cover three months.

2020 is a year best forgotten!!

We withdrew our volunteering on Polly at the end of February, unfortunately leaving some repairs 
uncompleted.

This was followed by a period of emptiness; however we did receive regular emails from Kathleen 
Toohey of the National Trust, which were gratefully received, giving us some idea of what was 
happening at our lonely ship.

Following our negotiations with the National Trust, it was decided that we could finally work on 
Polly again, covered by their Work Permit under COVID 19 Regulations, so we managed to return 
to Polly on the 17th November – one week short of a nine months period of unavoidable neglect.

In the last months of 2020 we have:-

Temporarily repaired the deckhouse roof, but it will require a new canvas covering in the very near 
future.

Completed the repairs, and reinstalling of the gangway landing stairs.

Repaired the port side aft accommodation door into the hold.

Roger and Mike made and fitted a temporary main-mast coat to stop water leaking into the hold, 
while they are making the new mast-coat.

Pressure cleaned and scrubbed half the deck, removing a large amount of general gunk, mould, as  
well as cleaned the inside of the bulwarks.

Helped with the removal and stacking of various articles in the Interpretive Centre to be placed in 
storage for its renovation.

Please note;-  It has been decided that if the forecast temperature on a Polly day will be
    30o C or more, we would not attend.

Pump House Ponderings:

Our Visit was conducted on 8th December, this being our first visit since 18th February.

There was no evidence that the pump well sumps had overflowed, thereby indicating that the two 
electric sump pumps had been working - most encouraging!

Work is progressing re display and interpretation of the pair of fabricated steel beams and their  

interconnecting tie rods that were installed on the West HP (High Pressure) Cylinder and steam 

chest, after casting cracks were documented in the latter part of the dry dock's operational life. 

Cleaning of the floor was done to remove leaves and dust.

The display lighting was checked - only one lamp was found to be inoperative.

PWVA Committee: 

Chairman & Wave Editor: Neil Thomas, thomclan1@dodo.com.au      , 9802 4608,  0402 037 800.

Vice Chairman: Campbell McCullough, 

Hon.Secretary: Michael Porter, 0409 596 342

Hon. Treasurer: Don Knowles, donkey@optusnet.com.au , 9877 1854

Committee Member:     Roger Wilson, 9376 6429

DISCLAIMER: Please be aware that statements, opinions & comments made by contributors to this journal are not necessarily 

those of the PWVA Committee and/or its Members.
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Derek Moore December 2020
The Future of the Interpretation Centre.

In the following pages, our new Manager of Polly and of Old Melbourne Gaol Kathleen Toohey,  
explains the extent of the change to be done to what was the Interpretive Centre, which includes 
plans of these changes. This involves a complete gutting of the area (see photos below), and it has 
been promised that the new layout will be in consultation with the volunteers.

The Event Partner at  Polly  is  to be Showtime Entertainment Group (SEG),  and who also have 
involvement with Old Melbourne Gaol, Rippon Lee, and the State Library, so we can but hope that  
this time it will all work out.

It has been stated that all events on the ship will only be confined to the deck - not down below.
As you will see in the plans there will be a new access to the kitchen for heating food, but the door 
into our workshop would be locked.

Also they will be using the workshop toilet, but with no access to the workshop itself. 

Security for our workshop is guaranteed.

Incidentally our Memorial Board is now safely mounted in our workshop.

How the area looks now.

       

Looking from the river end towards the Office.       Looking towards the screen with lots stacked
      Including some artifacts carefully protected. 

         

  Looking from the Office towards the river.         The only centre part that is left at present.
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The National Trust’s revelation meeting re the future of Polly Woodside held on Tuesday 2  nd   March 2021.   

Firstly, I am pleased to be able to formally announce that I am the new manager for Polly Woodside going 
forward. I have accepted the role of Operations Manager for the PW and OMG. I very much look forward to 
this and what we can achieve together at the Polly.

I can also formally announce that Showtime Event Group has come on board as Event Partner at the Polly 
Woodside.

This means that there will be a regular stream of income coming in. 

Showtime will have right of way to nights and weekends. We will run education during the week and be 
open to the public on 2 Sundays per month.

In order for Showtime to be able to run events, there will be some structural changes made to the museum 
and retail spaces:-

A door from the kitchen, through to the retail area will be built so Showtime can use the kitchen for  
reheating purposes.

A wall will also be built in the workshop that will allow event attendees to access the toilet in the  
workshop, but still  remain out of the workshop area. I have attached a map to show where the  
intended wall will be.

The museum space will be reduced, providing more function space. I have attached a map that  
shows the changes to this.

I  have had the pleasure  of  working with  Showtime at  the Gaol  for  the past  3  years,  they are a  very 
professional company with a great reputation, and their events are very creative. They also started working 
at  Rippon Lea and also are event  partners at  the State Library,  they have an impressive selection of 
venues on offer.

I can assure you that while there may be some teething problems, they address these very quickly and we 
have a good working relationship.

The museum will still contain plenty of stories, while the space used has been reduced, it will be cleverly 
designed to make maximum use of the space. You, as a group, will be consulted for these stories!

The National Trust has also received a $3000 grant to develop some stories and Annette has expressed 
that she wishes to do an interpretation of the Volunteers Story for the Polly Woodside, as there is so much 
of a story there! 

This is to be situated in the old retail space, the blue section of the map.

The intention from Showtime, as well as the new museum space is to really showcase the ship.

Education will continue with some adjustments to suit the museum changes, which you as a group will also 
have input in.

Retail will stay as well, just heavily minimised. Remaining open to the public enables us to retain the MAP 
accreditation also.

The benefits of all of this, is the income, which can then be put back into the maintenance of the ship!!! And 
development of Polly Woodside as an overall site. The more successful Showtime is, the better for us as 
well. 

That’s the basics of it. Now I understand that there are quite a few changes here! And sometimes change 
can be daunting.  But  I  truly  believe this  is  the right  way forward to making the Polly  Woodside more 
successful and better maintained in the long run.
I understand over email this might not all make sense and you will more than likely have a lot of questions. I 
walked away with a page full of notes after the meeting! So please feel free to email me with any questions,  
suggestions, ideas or concerns you may have. I will then collate them all and address things all together.

I am also happy for you to call me with any questions you may have as well.

A reminder that you are all welcome back to Volunteer onsite at the Polly should you feel safe/comfortable 
enough to do so!

Kathleen  Toohey  |  Operations  Manager  |  Old  Melbourne  Gaol  and  Polly  Woodside
National Trust of Australia (Victoria) 
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The Gypsy Story.

or

How Michael Porter, Committee Secretary, became a Polly Woodside Volunteer.

The two books required for the exams in my last year at High school were ‘Twelfth 
Night’ (Shakespeare) and ‘A Gypsy of the Horn’ by Rex Clements.

I read and reread the latter, and as a 15-year-old I was enthralled by the account of 
sailing on a famous Windjammer around the world and making it safely around the 
notorious Cape Horn. Growing up far from the sea in the Blue Mountains, reading 
this story was as near as I  would ever be to the sea and shipping. Strangely, I 
cannot remember if there was a question about the book in the end of year exams.

When the war came and it was time for me to enrol in the Defence Forces, I thought 
about joining the Navy. But on lining up to enlist in the Navy, we were told they were 
not taking on new men, wanting only Stokers and we did not look likely at all. We 
became a bunch of Footsloggers instead. What a let down for me and my sailing 
ambitions.

After  the war  ended,  I  followed my Dad into  the butchering business.  My three 
brothers and I all became shop butchers. I got married, but finding housing was a 
problem  in  Sydney  at  that  time  and  there  were  all  sorts  of  other  shortages  - 
blackouts, gas and petrol were hard to find and food rationing was common. One 
day our gloom was lifted when the offer came from a couple of ex army friends of a 
house and butchers job in Point Lonsdale. So our little family quit Sydney to become 
Victorians. No question the best thing that ever happened to us.

Two places  quickly  became our  favourite  spots.  The  back  beach was the  kids’ 
favourite  place  and  the  other  was  sitting  on  the  cliff  below the  Point  Lonsdale 
Lighthouse. We spent many happy hours here watching all the comings and goings 
of so many of the famous passenger liners. They passed through the Rip with many 
passengers on their way home to England or perhaps immigrants on their way into 
Port Melbourne. This was a ship-watchers paradise!

I changed jobs and commuted by bus to work in Geelong. What a busy place that 
was. The butcher had three shops and I spent time in all of them. There was another 
aspect to the work that I had not been aware of. They were shipping provedores, 
supplying  visiting  ships  with  both  meat  and  vegetables  for  their  crews.  Several 
times, it  was my job to take the van, pick up the supplies and take them to the  
dockside.
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This was, at last, the closest I had ever been to a ship of any kind. These were of  
course cargo steamers from many different ports. Most of their crews were Pacific 
Islanders and all the ships had one common smell of turnip stew or soup. I felt sure 
that this was their basic diet and was left wondering what they did with all the meat 
and veggies etc. I was delivering.

After about eleven years in the trade, I made a change. I was having too many bouts 
of  flu  or  bronchitis  brought  on  by  going  in  and  out  the  various  shop  freezers,  
especially in the winter months. So I opted for various jobs, mostly outdoors in the 
fresh air and sunshine. But nothing to do with shipping alas.

My last years before retirement however brought me in close with ships in a big way. 
These were the ships bringing the imported Toyota cars into Webb Dock. I  was 
employed  in  getting  the  clearance  papers,  inspecting  the  cars  for  damage  and 
getting them off the wharf by truck to our holding yards.

Two of these ships I remember so well, were amazing. Toyo Fuji 1 and Toyo Fuji 2 
they  were  called  and  they  did  the  round  trip  between  here  and  Japan  in 
approximately 18 days. At times it seemed I had barely cleared the wharf of one 
ship load when the other ship was back again. I was told that there were miles of  
roadway inside as you drove from the wharf side to the upper decks. I was once on 
board to get a key replaced for a locked car and could well believe that it was true.

Just before I retired, Toyo 1 was retired and replaced. If ever a ship deserved a rest 
it was her.

So that brings me to the end of my story. The weekend of my retirement, my wife 
and I decided to visit the Polly Woodside. We had often spoke of doing so but never 
got around to it. We always seemed to have something else to do at weekends. So 
to visit Polly we went. And there she was. At last! My Gypsy of the Horn! Sure she is 
no Windjammer.  But a brave Barque that  has conquered Cape Horn more than 
once. That is more than many a larger ship could do.

I became a Polly volunteer that same day …  but that’s another story.

_______________________________________________________________
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Divers Find 16th-Century Shipwreck Off Coast of Northern Italy

The vessel may be the “Santo Spirito & Santa Maria di Loreto,” which sank in the 
vicinity in 1579. By Alex Fox  Article from Smithsonian Newsletter 7/07/2020. 

Two professional divers exploring the waters off the coast of northern Italy have discovered the 
wreck of a large wooden ship thought to date to the 16th century.

Investigation of the find is ongoing, but a  statement from the Archaeology Superintendency of 
Italy’s  Ministry  for  Cultural  Heritage  &  Tourism suggests  the  wooden  hull  may  represent  the 
remnants of a much sought-after galleon that sank in the area in 1579. Named the Santo Spirito 
and Santa Maria di Loreto, the ship was one of the largest Italian merchant vessels of its time.

In February, Gabriele Succi and Edoardo Sbaraini of local business Rasta Divers were diving near 
Porto Pidocchio when they spotted the remains of a wooden ship at a depth of around 164 feet,  
according to  Diver Net.  The pair immediately knew their find was something special,  as wood 
rarely survives in saltwater unless it is buried by sediment.

Per  a  second  statement,  Mediterranean  wrecks  dating  to  the  early  modern  period  are 
exceptionally  rare.  Including  the  new discovery,  which  boasts  wooden comb elements  and a 
double  skeleton,  just  five  ships  of  this  type  have  been  found  in  the  body  of  water  to  date,  
underwater archaeologist Luca Trigona tells local media, as quoted by the Maritime Executive.

Beyond offering insights on the region’s naval history, the wreck’s potential identity as the Santo 
Spirito has generated much speculation and excitement. As James Rogers reports for Fox News, 
divers have been searching for the Italian merchant ship since the 1970s.

Builders constructed the galleon in a style popularized by Ragusa, a maritime republic located in 
what is now Dubrovnik, Croatia, according to Diver Net. On October 29, 1579, a storm struck the 
ship—which had set sail from Genoa with nearly 2,000 tons of bronze cannons, ammunition and 
nails for shipbuilding onboard—dashing it against the cliffs between Camogli and Punta Chiappa.  
Locals helped rescue the ship’s crew, placing themselves at risk of contracting the plague, which 
was then raging through Genoa, according to the Naval Archaeology Research Group. 
If the ship’s identity is confirmed, it will be the first Renaissance-era vessel discovered with its hull 
timbers  still  intact,  reports  Diver  Net.  Italian  officials  say  they expect  to  find  ceramics,  coins, 
navigational  instruments,  cannons  and  anchors  upon  conducting  further  exploration  of  the 
wreckage.

“The new wreck ...  will  certainly be a mine of information for the history of the Mediterranean 
seafaring,” says Simon Luca Trigona, an underwater archaeologist with the municipality of Genoa, 
in the statement.  “Perhaps it  will  be able to end the long chapter linked to the search for the 
famous Ragusa wreck of the Santo Spirito & Santa Maria di Loreto.”

This isn’t the first time Succi and Sbaraini have stumbled upon a significant piece of naval history. 
In 2018, the duo found a Roman shipwreck laden with 2,000-year-old amphorae off the coast of 
Portofino. Both times, the divers notified authorities of their find—as stipulated by local law—and 
worked with the superintendency and Italy’s Underwater Carabinieri to conduct additional surveys 
of the site.

Please note:- The P.W.V.A. Annual General Meeting is to be held in April 2021.

Subscriptions for PWVA Members of $20 are now due.

Payments to be forwarded to the Treasurer: - Don Knowles,   10 Deans Wood Road
Forrest Hill, Vic.  3131
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